Genetic linkage relationship between the Xg blood group system and two X chromosome DNA polymorphisms in families with Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophy.
The existence of linkage has been investigated between the Xg blood group system, two DNA restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) located on the short arm of the X chromosome, Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) and Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD). No linkage was found between the Xg locus and the more proximal RFLP (L 1.28); close linkage between Xg and the more distal RFLP (lambda RC8) was also excluded. Both RFLPs show linkage with DMD but are not closely linked with each other. Analyses of 11 families with DMD and ten with BMD, informative for the Xg blood group, reinforce the conclusions of others that there is no measurable linkage between the loci for Xg and for the X-linked forms of muscular dystrophy.